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ABSTRACT
We present absorption line strength maps of a sample of24 representative early-type spiral
galaxies, mostly of type Sa, obtained as part of theSAURON survey of nearby galaxies using
our custom-built integral-field spectrograph. Using high-quality spectra, spatially binned to
a constant signal-to-noise, we measure several key age, metallicity and abundance ratio sen-
sitive indices from the Lick/IDS system over a contiguous two-dimensional field including
bulge and inner disc. We present maps of Hβ, Fe 5015, and Mgb, for each galaxy. We find
that Sa galaxies on the average have slightly smaller Mgb and Fe 5015 line strengths than
ellipticals and S0s, and higher Hβ values, but with a much larger scatter.

The absorption line maps show that many galaxies contain some younger populations
(6 1 Gyr), distributed in small or large inner discs, or in circumnuclear star forming rings. In
many cases these young stars are formed in circumnuclear mini-starbursts, which are domi-
nating the light in the centres of some of the early-type spirals. These mini-starburst cause a
considerable scatter in index-index diagrams such as Mgb – Hβ and Mgb – Fe 5015, more
than is measured for early-type galaxies. We find that the central regions of Sa galaxies display
a wide range in ages, even within the galaxies. We find that thecentral regions of early-type
spirals are often dusty, with a good correlation between thepresence of young central stellar
populations and a significant amount of dust extinction. 50%of the sample show velocity
dispersion drops in their centres.

All of the galaxies of our sample lie on or below the Mgb – σ relation for elliptical
galaxies in the Coma cluster, and above the Hβ absorption line –σ relation for elliptical
galaxies. If those relations are considered to be relationsfor the oldest local galaxies we see
that our sample of spirals has a considerable scatter in age,with the largest scatter at the lowest
σ. This is in disagreement with highly inclined samples, in which generally only old stellar
populations are found in the central regions.

The discrepancy between our sample and highly inclined samples, and the presence of
so many stellar velocity dispersion dips, i.e., so-calledσ-drops, in these spiral galaxies with
large bulges (type Sa) can be understood if the central regions of Sa galaxies contain at least 2
components: a thin, disc-like component, often containingrecent star formation, and another,
elliptical-like component, consisting of old stars and rotating more slowly, dominating the
light above the plane. These components together form the photometrically defined bulge, in
the same way as the thin and the thick disc co-exist in the solar neighbourhood. In this picture,
consistent with the current literature, part of the bulge, the thicker component, formed a very
long time ago. Later, stars continued to form in the central regions of the disc, rejuvenating
in this way the bulge through dynamical processes. This picture is able to explain in a natural
way the heterogeneous stellar populations and star formation characteristics that we are seeing
in detailed observations of early-type spiral galaxies.

Key words: galaxies: bulges – galaxies: spiral – galaxies: spirals – galaxies: evolution –
galaxies: formation – galaxies: kinematics and dynamics – galaxies: structure
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1 INTRODUCTION

The measurement of absorption line strengths in combination with
stellar population models has been used for many years to probe
the age, metallicity and abundance ratios of certain elements in in-
tegrated stellar populations of galaxies (e.g., Faber 1973, Burstein
et al. 1984, González 1993, Davies et al. 1993, Kauffmann etal.
2003). Up to recently, this was done using long-slit spectroscopy.
Now two-dimensional absorption line maps are starting to emerge.
Kuntschner et al. (2006, Paper VI) recently published line strength
maps for theSAURON sample of 48 ellipticals and S0s. One of
the main advantages of having maps is that one can easily identify
two-dimensional structures, so that one can isolate areas of e.g.,
high Mg/Fe ratio, or young stellar populations, and then under-
stand better their origin by looking at their morphology or kinemat-
ics. Kuntschner et al. used the Lick/IDS system (Faber et al.1985,
Gorgas et al. 1993, Worthey et al. 1994), in order to allow an easy
comparison with existing data. Here we present similar data, but for
the inner regions of theSAURON sample of Sa galaxies. Since this
type of spiral galaxies consists, amongst others, of a bulgeand an
exponential disc, one might wonder which fraction of the bulge is
covered by theSAURON field. In this paper we will use the practical
definition, which has been often used in the literature, thatthe bulge
is the central component causing the excess in light above the ex-
ponential disc (e.g. MacArthur et al. 2003, de Jong 1996, Graham
2002). This so-called bulge is often much brighter than the disc in
the centre of the galaxy (up to factors of 100 or more). In a follow-
ing paper (Falcón-Barroso et al., in preparation) we will present a
photometric bulge-disc decomposition for this sample, into a Sérsic
bulge and an exponential disc. Here we just use the fact that for all
galaxies in the sample the whole region in which the bulge domi-
nates the disc is included in theSAURON field.

Contrary to ellipticals, for which absorption line indicesare
available for many galaxies, there are very few spiral galaxies with
good literature measurements. The reason is probably that spi-
rals are more complicated, with much more star formation and
dust, with several clearly distinguishable morphologicalcompo-
nents such as bulge and disc, and more difficult to observe, given
their generally lower surface brightness. While for elliptical galax-
ies one can obtain a significant amount of useful informationfrom
broadband colours, for spiral galaxies these colours are hard to in-
terpret due to the much more ubiquitous presence of dust. It is
therefore timely and important that more absorption line strength
observations of spirals become available.

We will now briefly summarize the literature on absorption
line strengths in spiral galaxies. Note that the galaxies for which
measurements are available are almost all early-type spirals (type
Sbc or earlier). Spinrad & Taylor (1971) already noticed thestrong
lines (i.e. high metallicity) in the central regions of M 31,and the
complicated spectrum of M 81 with emission and absorption lines.
Bica (1988) fitted spectra of several spiral galaxies to a library of
star clusters and found that young stellar populations occur more
often in spirals than in ellipticals. While calibrated Mg2 indices for
large samples of early-type galaxies were already available in the
beginning of the nineties (Faber et al. 1989, Bender et al. 1993),
only in 1996 calibrated Mg2 indices and a number of other un-
calibrated line indices were published for a sample of S0 andspi-
ral galaxies by Jablonka, Martin & Arimoto (1996). They found a
reasonably tight relation between Mg2 and central velocity disper-
sion. They also found that the Mg/Fe ratio in the centre is higher
than solar for bright galaxies, and close to solar for the faintest
galaxies (MR > -19). Idiart, de Freitas Pacheco & Costa (1996)

observed Lick indices in the centres of early type spirals. They
found correlations of the small number of indices observed with
both bulge luminosity and velocity dispersion. Proctor & Sansom
(2002) published a large number of Lick indices for a sample con-
taining 15 spirals. They found that bulges are less enhancedin light
(α-capture) elements and have lower average age than early-type
galaxies. A detailed comparison with this sample is given inSec-
tion 4. Afanasiev & Sil’chenko (2005) show aborption line maps
of two early-type spirals in the Leo group: NGC 3623 and NGC
3627, partly using the sameSAURON data that we present here, but
reduced in a different way. Gorgas, Jablonka & Goudfrooij (2007)
and Jablonka, Gorgas & Goudfrooij (2007) comment on observa-
tions of 31 spirals that they observed on the minor axis. Theyfind
that their vertical line strength gradients are generally negative, and
agree very well with the results found for elliptical galaxies and
S0s from González & Gorgas (1995). We conclude that there isa
concensus that Mg/Fe ratios for spirals seem to be somewhat lower
than for ellipticals. The results for the ages of the stellarpopula-
tions in the centres of spirals are still under discussion. Fisher et
al. (1996) investigated major and minor axis line strength gradients
of S0 galaxies. Interestingly enough, they found much larger gra-
dients along the minor axis than along the major axis. Along the
minor axis, they found negative gradients, consistent withstellar
population gradients from colours, that are larger than those in typ-
ical elliptical galaxies. Very recently Moorthy & Holtzman(2006)
published a large absorption line strength study of long-slit spectra
of 38 spirals of type S0-Sbc. They separated their sample in red
(B–K > 4) and blue bulges. According to them red bulges of all
Hubble types have stellar populations similar to luminous elliptical
galaxies. Blue bulges consist of metal-poor bulges with lowveloc-
ity dispersion, and young, metal-rich bulges that contain all Hubble
types and velocity dispersions. Bulges and ellipticals show a con-
tinuous and overlapping sequence in index -σ diagrams. Most blue
bulges have solarα/Fe ratios.

The star formation (SF) history of spirals has traditionally
been studied using their Hα ionised gas emission. Massive SF can
be convincingly traced by the accompanying Hα emission and is
very easily observed with standard telescopes and cameras (Kenni-
cutt 1998). Hα is mainly produced in the HII regions surrounding
massive B and O stars, although shocks and non-stellar activity can
also lead to Hα emission. Knapen et al. (2006) recently studied the
morphology of the Hα emission in the circumnuclear regions, as
well as from the nucleusper se, using a sample with some prior
evidence for the presence of Hα. These authors conclude that Hα
is often found in circumnuclear regions such as inner rings,with
diameter smaller than 2 kpc. Such low-luminosity starbursts are
found in around one fifth of spiral galaxies (Knapen 2005, hereafter
K05), and are believed to be directly related to the dynamicsof the
host galaxy and its stellar bar (e.g., Buta & Combes 1996; Knapen
2005). Can this phenomenon also be seen from the absorption line
indices? What is the distribution of young stellar populations?

This question is important when one wants to study the ori-
gin of bulges and discs. At present, there are a number of theories
about the origin of bulges. One is the theory of dissipative collapse
(Eggen, Lynden-Bell, & Sandage 1962), where the bulge assem-
bled from a primordial proto-galaxy on a short timescale. Such a
collapse is thought to create a bulge that looks like an elliptical
galaxy, also sometimes called aclassicalbulge (e.g. Carollo 1999).
However, since bulges live inside discs, some of which are much
larger than them, there must be interactions with them. There are
also theories predicting that bulges are made from disc material.
In those so-calledsecular evolutionscenarios, in which the bulge
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is formed by dynamical instabilities of the disc, these instabilities
are often bar-driven. Bars might lead to radial inflow of material,
buckle and thicken in the vertical direction, and may even bede-
stroyed by sufficiently massive central mass concentrations (e.g.
Combes et al. 1990; Pfenniger and Norman 1990; Norman et al.
1996). Those processes may occur repetitively, especiallyin the
presence of gas infall, gradually building a bulge (e.g. Bournaud
& Combes 2002; Martı́nez-Valpuesta, Shlosman & Heller 2006).
One might possibly be able to distinguish between both models by
looking at the stellar populations (a bulge made from disc mate-
rial should be younger than a classical bulge), the morphology (a
disc-like bulge should be thinner) or the kinematics (it should be
more supported by rotation). A detailed discussion about the dif-
ferent formation models, and their comparison with data is given
in Kormendy & Kennicutt (2004). In this paper we consider what
theSAURON data, and especially the stellar populations can tell us
about the formation of spirals.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we briefly
summarize our observations and data reduction. In Section 3we
present the absorption line maps. In Section 4 we discuss central
ages, metalicities and abundance ratios, determined assuming that
the stellar populations can be represented by SSPs. In Section 5
we discuss the central indices, and their correlations withvarious
relevant galaxy parameters. In Section 6 we discuss the relation be-
tween the indices and the dynamics, as derived in particularfrom
the central velocity dispersion. In Section 7 we discuss theimpli-
cations of these data to our understanding of spiral galaxies, bulges
and discs. Conclusions are given in Section 8. Finally, in the ap-
pendix the individual objects are discussed. In a forthcoming paper,
we will discuss line strengths as a function of radius.

2 INTEGRAL-FIELD SPECTROSCOPIC
OBSERVATIONS

TheSAURON survey is a study of the two-dimensional kinematic
and stellar population properties of a representative sample of 48
early-type galaxies (E + S0) and 24 early-type spirals. Details about
the definition and properties of the survey sample can be found
in de Zeeuw et al. (2002) (Paper II). The observations were car-
ried out using the Integral Field SpectrographSAURON on the
4.2m William Herschel Telescope of the Observatorio del Roque
de los Muchachos at La Palma, Spain, and were performed dur-
ing 6 runs from 1999 to 2004. Paper VII (Falcón-Barroso et al.
2006a) presents the kinematics of gas and stars of the sampleof 24
early-type spirals for which we present the absorption linestrength
distribution here. Most of these galaxies have been classified as
Sa in the RC3, although a few have S0+, S0/a, Sab or Sb classi-
fications. In this paper also practical details about the sample of
this paper are given, showing the total integration time, the observ-
ing run and the number of pointings for each object. The sample
is summarised in Table 1. The field ofSAURON is 33′′ × 41′′,
with a spatial sampling of 0.′′94× 0.′′94. Although for most galax-
ies we only observed one position, we performed two pointings
for three of the largest galaxies. Details about the instrument are
given in Paper I (Bacon et al. 2001). The data and maps presented
in this paper will be made available via theSAURON WEB page
http://www.strw.leidenuniv.nl/sauron/.

The data reduction was performed with theXSAURON pack-
age, providing cubes of spectra covering a narrow wavelength
range 4800 – 5300̊A at a resolution of 4.2̊A(FWHM) and a sam-
pling of 1.1Å/pix. In this wavelength range one finds the Lick in-

dices Hβ Fe 5015 , Mgb and Fe 5270, and the emission lines Hβ
[OIII] at 4959 and 5007Å and the [NI] doublet at 5199̊A. More
details about the data reduction are given in Paper VII. In this pa-
per the Fe 5270 index is not used, since its maps cover only slightly
more than half the field of the other indices.

To allow for a good calibration of the line indices, also from
run to run, we observed during each run a number of stars cover-
ing a broad range of spectral types. Specifically, we included stars
from the Lick stellar library catalogue (Worthey et al. 1994) and the
MILES library (Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2006) in order to calibrate
our line strength measurements to the flux-calibrated Lick/IDS sys-
tem and its associated models (e.g. Worthey 1994, Vazdekis et al.
1996). Spectrophotometric standard stars were observed tocali-
brate the response function of the system (Paper VI), where the
observations of stars and elliptical galaxies are comparedwith ob-
servations from resp. Worthey et al. (1994) and Trager et al.(1998),
showing that these measurements can be reproduced within the er-
rors of the Lick system. In Paper II a detailed comparison with the
literature is made for two ellipticals: NGC 3384 and NGC 5813,
showing good agreement.

The spectra were fitted with the stellar population models of
Vazdekis (1999), allowing us to separate the emission linesfrom
the absorption line spectrum (for details about this procedure see
Papers V and VII). On the cleaned spectra we obtained the line
indices (see Paper VI for details on how this was done). The simu-
lations in Appendix A of Paper V show that the accuracy in recov-
ering the emission-line fluxes does not depend on the strength of
the emission, as quantified by the A/N ratio between the line am-
plitude and the noise level in the stellar continuum. This isbecause
the errors in matching the line amplitudes do not depend on the
A/N ratio but only on the amount of noise in the continuum. Con-
sidering only statistical fluctuations, the uncertanties in the fluxes
of the emission lines will therefore increase with increasing S/N in
the stellar continuum but the uncertainties in the equivalent width
of the lines will decrease.

For the worst S/N=60, the typical uncertainties in the line
fluxes in Appendix A of Paper V (see Fig. A1 of that paper) trans-
lates in errors in the emission line equivalenth width of∼ 0.08Å,
which will correspond to similar errors in the Hβ,Fe 5015 and Mgb
line indices. The fact that the spectra are packed so close together
implies that neighbouring spectra, at wavelengths by a few hundred
angstroms, will affect the absorption lines discussed here. Although
our reduction programs have been optimized to get rid of thiscon-
taminating emission, it is unavoidable that some effects can not be
removed. This is the case in particular when the galaxy has strong
emission lines. Other, smaller errors arise because of template er-
rors between the galaxy and the input spectra of the stellar library of
Vazdekis (1999). Considering these points, we presume throughout
the rest of this paper that the uncertainty in the data pointsamounts
to more conservative values of 0.2̊A for Mg b and Hβ and 0.3Å
for Fe 5015.

A few of the galaxies (NGC 4369, NGC 4383) have emis-
sion lines that are stronger by a factor of about 100, relative to the
absorption lines, than the elliptical or lenticular of paper V with
the strongest emission lines. We have done some extra simulations,
similar to the ones of Appendix A of Paper V, with A/N now rang-
ing up to 100. Since the results are such that the errors in theline
indices Hβ,Fe 5015 and Mgb do not increase noticibly, we use the
same errors in this paper. As a test we also used the MILES stellar
population models (Sánchez-Blazquez et al. 2006) to separate ab-
sorption and emission. The resulting line strengths are thesame as
using the Vazdekis (1999) models within the errors.

http://www.strw.leidenuniv.nl/sauron/
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Galaxy Type SF Type ǫ MB Activity Wc
20

σcen/σmax

√

σ2
max − σ2

cen

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
NGC RC3 RC3 RC3 Paper II H97 RC3 Paper VII Paper VII

1056 Sa: CR 0.44 -19.44 Sy2∗ 311 0.83 52
2273 SBa(r): CS 0.25 -20.21 Sy2 513 0.83 70
2844 Sa(r): R 0.55 -18.38 HII∗ 334 0.94 34
3623 SABa(rs) N (D) 0.76 -20.82 L2:: 520 0.80 100
4220 S0+(r) LR 0.61 -19.01 T2 – 0.99 16
4235 Sa(s)sp N (D) 0.78 -19.20 Sy1.2 335 0.84 90
4245 SB0/a(r) R 0.17 -18.72 HII – 0.92 36
4274 (R)SBab(r) R 0.63 -20.08 HII 481 0.68 100
4293 (R)SB0/a(s) CS 0.48 -20.37 L2 424 0.92 42
4314 SBa(rs) R 0.05 -19.55 L2 – 0.93 43
4369 (R)Sa(rs) CR 0.01 -18.96 HII – 0.99 10
4383 Sa pec CR 0.49 -18.93 HII∗ 237 1.00 0
4405 S0/a(rs) CR 0.34 -18.54 HII 187 0.91 25
4425 SB0+:sp N 0.64 -18.83 – 0.93 28
4596 SB0+(r) N (D) 0.13 -19.94 L2:: – 0.92 59
4698 Sab(s) N (D) 0.31 -20.05 Sy2 544 1.00 10
4772 Sa(s) N (D) 0.42 -19.56 L1.9 531 0.99 15
5448 (R)SABa(r) CS 0.48 -20.78 L2 464 0.86 65
5475 Sa sp N 0.74 -19.39 – 0.99 14
5636 SAB(r)0+ N 0.32 -18.42 430 0.99 8
5689 SB00(s) N (D) 0.71 -20.32 381 1.00 0
5953 Sa:pec R 0.26 -19.61 L1/Sy2∗ 363 0.66 81
6501 S0+ N 0.10 -20.38 L2:: 503 0.99 27
7742 Sb(r) R 0.05 -19.76 T2/L2 267 1.00 0

Notes to Table 1:Some global parameters for our galaxies. (1): NGC num-
ber; (2) Morphological type (from RC3, de Vaucouleurs et al.1991); (3)
Morphology of the central star formation region (see text: CR = central
region; CS = central starburst; R = ring, LR = large ring, N = nosigns
of significant recent star formation. (D) indicates the presence of a central
disc) (4): Ellipticity 1-b/a (RC3); (5) Absolute blue magnitude (Paper II),
(6) Activity class (Ho et al. 1997). Asteriscs indicate thatthe galaxy is not
included in H97 and that the classification is from NED. Column (7) gives
the inclination corrected HI velocity width at 20% of the peak (from NED),
in km/s. In column (8) the central stellar velocity dispersion is given divided
by the maximum velocity dispersion in theSAURON field, and in column
(9) a similar quantity, in km/s, not scaled by the central velocity dispersion.

3 ABSORPTION-LINE STRENGTH MAPS

3.1 The data

Figure 1 present maps of the absorption line strengths of the24 ob-
jects, ordered by increasing NGC number. In the first row, we show
the measured two-dimensional line strength distributionsof Hβ,
Fe5015 and Mgb . In the second row, the total intensity map recon-
structed from theSAURON spectra is followed by the age, metal-
licity and Mg/Fe overabundance maps derived from single stellar
population (SSP) models (see Section 3.2). The relative directions
of North and East are indicated by the orientation arrow nextto the
galaxy title (the orientation is identical to Paper VII). The maxi-
mum and minimum of the plotting range is given in the tab attached
to each parameter map, and the colour bar indicates the colour table
used.
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Figure 1. Absorption line strength maps of the 24 Sa galaxies in theSAURON representative sample. TheSAURON spectra have been spatially binned to a
minimum signal-to-noise of 60 by means of the Voronoi two-dimensional binning algorithm of Cappellari & Copin (2003). For each galaxy its orientation is
indicated by the arrow behind its NGC number, pointing to theNorth and the associated dash to the East. The correspondingposition angle of the vertical
(upward) axis is provided in Table 2 of Paper VII. Shown are (from left to right): line indices Hβ ,Fe 5015 and Mgb. Second row: Reconstructed intensity,
logarithmic Age, Metallicity (log Z/Z⊙) and [α/Fe] (for details about how these parameters were obtained see text). The reconstructed intensity is overlayed
in white contours on the maps.Figure 1a available as separate jpg-file

Figure 1. b - continued. Figure 1b available as separate jpg-file

Figure 1. c - continued. Figure 1c available as separate jpg-file

Figure 1. d - continued. Figure 1d available as separate jpg-file

Figure 1. e - continued. Figure 1e available as separate jpg-file

Figure 1. f - continued. Figure 1f available as separate jpg-file

Figure 1. g - continued. Figure 1g available as separate jpg-file

Figure 1. h - continued. Figure 1h available as separate jpg-file
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Galaxy Hβ Mg b Fe 5015
1.2′′ 10′′ 1.2′′ 10′′ 1.2′′ 10′′

NGC 1056 3.16 2.85 1.63 1.55 2.65 2.25
NGC 2273 3.33 2.71 2.07 2.88 2.88 4.30
NGC 2844 2.13 2.54 2.72 2.01 4.27 3.25
NGC 3623 1.78 1.70 4.13 3.96 5.80 5.00
NGC 4220 2.53 2.52 3.05 2.81 5.67 5.00
NGC 4235 1.27 1.84 3.02 3.42 3.75 4.74
NGC 4245 2.08 2.12 3.80 3.27 5.66 4.57
NGC 4274 2.24 2.06 3.53 3.29 5.96 4.58
NGC 4293 3.64 2.59 2.33 2.79 4.68 4.97
NGC 4314 1.81 2.29 3.89 2.87 5.50 4.16
NGC 4369 4.37 3.52 1.20 1.46 3.03 2.47
NGC 4383 2.69 3.11 0.89 1.27 0.31 1.25
NGC 4405 3.54 3.32 1.72 1.78 3.56 3.05
NGC 4425 2.00 1.96 3.47 3.17 5.44 4.51
NGC 4596 1.86 1.71 4.20 3.90 5.79 4.79
NGC 4698 1.55 1.66 4.08 3.56 5.28 4.48
NGC 4772 1.52 1.50 4.23 3.87 4.59 4.32
NGC 5448 2.77 2.10 2.69 3.27 4.66 4.38
NGC 5475 2.40 2.20 3.33 3.14 5.54 4.81
NGC 5636 2.56 2.34 2.02 2.23 3.63 3.20
NGC 5689 2.05 1.98 3.73 3.28 5.83 4.86
NGC 5953 2.28 3.24 2.04 1.45 3.14 2.42
NGC 6501 1.37 1.55 4.94 4.11 5.86 4.99
NGC 7742 2.41 2.90 3.05 2.28 4.63 3.56

Notes to Table 2:Here we present central line indices in apertures of 1.2′′

and 10′′ radius. The numbers are given in the Lick system, i.e., corrections
of -0.13Å and 0.28Å resp. have been added to Hβ and Fe 5015 (Paper VI).

3.2 Stellar Population Structures in theSAURON maps

In our sample of 24, we distinguish two kinds of galaxies: those
with smooth line strength gradients, and those with features for
which Mgb and Fe 5015 are considerably lower than the surround-
ing areas and Hβ higher, i.e. areas with younger stellar popula-
tions. These younger stellar populations are generally found either
in rings, or everywhere in the central regions; the presenceof young
stars always comes with the presence of dust.

Starting with the second category: we find rings of younger
stars in NGC 2844, 4220, 4245, 4274, 4314, 5953 and 7742. The
appearance of the line strength maps in e.g. NGC 2844 and 4220
is different from those in e.g. NGC 4314, because of the effects of
inclination.

In the same category we find a class of galaxies with young
stellar populations in the central regions. Here we distinguish again
two subgroups. The first group, consisting of NGC 2273, 4293,and
5448, contains a compact central region with diameter of about 10
arcsec or∼ 1 kpc, inside an otherwise old stellar population. The
other group contains galaxies for which the stellar populations are
young across the wholeSAURON field (NGC 1056, 4369, 4383,
4405). These are amongst the faintest galaxies of our sample, but
HST images show that there is very little star formation further
out in the disc. If there had been, they probably would not have
been classified as Sa in the RC3. The [OIII]/Hβ emission line ratio
in these objects is generally low, indicating the presence of star
formation (Paper V). For this category the presence of youngstars
is always accompanied by large amounts of dust (see the unsharp
masked images from HST and MDM in Paper VII). Seven galaxies
in total (29± 9 %) belong to this class. At higher spatial resolution
some of these might change to the previous category.

The remaining galaxies, NGC 3623, 4235, 4425, 4596, 4698,
4772, 5475, 5636, 5689 and 6501 show generally smooth line

strength maps, similar to elliptical and lenticular galaxies. In six of
those ten there are clear indications of dust in the central regions.

The young stellar populations that we see in the absorption
line strength maps are always detected in the Hβ emission line
maps (shown in Paper VII). Features in the line strength mapsare
often, but not always seen in the stellar and gaseous kinematics.
In galaxies with a ring at high inclination (e.g. NGC 4274) wesee
that the ring rotates rapidly, and is associated with gas, dust, and
regions of young stellar populations. Here one can clearly see that
the young stellar populations are confined to a flat, disc-like region.
Another correlation between the presence of young population and
the kinematics can be found in galaxies with central young stellar
populations. For example, in NGC 2273 we find a thin disc in the
stellar kinematics in the inner regions. A region with the same size
as this disc along the major axis, but more extended on the minor
axis shows evidence of younger stellar populations. In the galax-
ies with rings, sometimes stellar discs are seen inside the ring (e.g.
NGC 4245, 4314). In NGC 4293 we see central young populations
associated with abnormally low gas velocities, indicatingpossibly
ionised gas in outflow. In NGC 4698 we clearly see a central peak in
both the Mgb and Fe 5015 maps, indicating a high metallicity. This
galaxy has a central stellar disc rotating perpendicular tothe rest of
the galaxy (Pizzella et al. 2002, Sarzi 2000). This combination of
a kinematically decoupled core and an enhanced central metallic-
ity is also seen in several central discs in elliptical and S0galaxies
(NGC 3414, 3608, 4458, 4621, 5198, 5813, 5831, 5982 and 7332;
Paper VI, and NGC 4365 (Davies et al. 2001)). NGC 5953, part of
an interacting pair, shows a ring of young stellar populations. The
stars inside this ring rotate perpendicular to those outside of it. In
Paper VII we suggest that we are seeing here a kinematically de-
coupled core being formed. Finally, in NGC 7742 the data in Paper
VII show that the ionised gas is not only counter-rotating tothe
stars inside the ring (as was shown in Paper II), but also outside
of it. In the ring itself, dominated by young stellar populations, the
rotation velocity is lower than immediately inside and outside of it.

How do these Sa galaxies relate to earlier-type galaxies, e.g.
S0s? In Paper VI we mention in Section 5.1 that in NGC 3032,
3156, 4150 and 4382 central depressions in Mgb are found, corre-
sponding to regions of enhanced Hβ. All 4 galaxies are lenticulars.
We can compare them to the spirals with central starbursts. In the
S0 galaxies NGC 524 and NGC 3608 there is some evidence for
rings, associated with younger stellar populations (PaperV, Paper
VI), although the amount of light from the young stars is much
smaller than in the ring galaxies in this paper. Also, this paper con-
tains a case of a galaxy with young stars in a ring (NGC 4526),
similar to NGC 4274.

4 SSP AGES, METALLICITIES AND ABUNDANCE
RATIOS

In the way we described in Paper VI and in McDermid et al. (2006,
Paper VIII) we determined ages, metallicities and abundance ra-
tios in each bin, assuming that the stellar populations there could
be represented by a single-age, single metallicity stellarpopulation.
In practice, we determined the SSP for which the line strengths Fe
5015 , Hβ and Mgb fitted best in theχ2 sense. These maps are
shown in the second row of Figure 1. Although we know that it isa
great over-simplification to represent the stellar populations (even
locally) of a galaxy by a SSP (e.g., Allard et al. 2006), in some, es-
pecially elliptical galaxies (e.g. NGC 5128, Rejkuba et al.2005)
the locally averaged metallicity and age do not vary very much
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across the galaxy, so that the errors that one makes when repre-
senting the local stellar population by an SSP are the same every-
where. For that reason by far the large majority of papers dealing
with stellar populations in ellipticals treats these as SSPs. In Paper
VI one can see that among the S0 galaxies some have stellar popu-
lations with different ages, such as NGC 3032 in the very nucleus
(see also OASIS data of this galaxy in Paper VIII). In this galaxy
a representation in terms of SSPs removes a considerable amount
of information and can lead to wrong results. Such young stellar
populations, however, are rare in the survey of elliptical galaxies
and S0s (see Paper VI). The line strength maps of Fig. 1 show that
for Sa-galaxies the situation is different. Several galaxies show fea-
tures in their age distribution, indicating younger stellar popula-
tions. Apart from the absorption line maps, the emission line maps
also show that Hβ is sometimes strong, indicating stars of around
108 years. Some galaxies have absorption line strength maps with-
out features, just like elliptical galaxies. Others are very different.
For the former objects the SSP approach might give results that
are close to reality. For the latter objects, where the line strength
maps show features, one should just consider the age, metallicity
and alpha-enhancement maps as tools, and interpret them with the
caveats given here.

In some objects an unconstrained SSP-fit gives rather inappro-
priate results. This is illustrated in Allard et al. (2006) for the star
formation ring in NGC 4321. Allard et al. (their Fig. 12) showthat
in the ring Mgb , Fe 5015 and Hβ are such that the stellar popu-
lations there have to consist at least of two components: a young
one, and an old, metal-rich stellar population. If one forces only
one Single Stellar Population, it will have low metallicityand old
age. Since metallicities of HII regions in this galaxy are likely to
be higher than solar (Zaritsky et al. 1994) the SSP solution looks
clearly wrong. This seems to be the case in particular for NGC
4314, 4369, 4383, 5953, and 7742. For these especially one has to
understand the limitations of the ages obtained here.

5 CENTRAL STELLAR POPULATIONS

In this section we analyse the central line strength indices, calcu-
lated in the central aperture with a radius of 1.2′′, and their corre-
sponding SSP-metallicities, ages andα/Fe ratios, and discuss their
dependence on other galaxy parameters.

5.1 Index-index relations

In Fig. 2 and 3 we show two different index-index diagrams. The
first (Fig. 2) is a metal line indicator (MgFe50) against an age in-
dicator (Hβ). The numbers used in these figures are given in Ta-
ble 2. Indices are measured in a central aperture with radius1.2′′.
MgFe50 is defined to be

√
Mgb × Fe5015 (Kuntschner 2000), and

has been shown to be a good metallicity indicator, relatively unaf-
fected by the effects of the overabundance of Mg with respectto
Fe. In red squares are indicated the elliptical and lenticular galaxies
of Paper VI (at re/8), and in filled blue circles the central aper-
tures of the Sa galaxies of this paper. The choice of apertureis not
arbitrary. If we would take the same aperture of re/8 as in Paper
VI we would have to make a choice of either performing a bulge-
disc decomposition and taking re/8 of the bulge, or taking re/8 of
the whole galaxy. For the spiral galaxies we have taken the ap-
proach that we would concentrate our efforts on the inner regions,
and therefore only observed oneSAURON field per galaxy, as op-
posed to many of the early-type galaxies of paper VI, for which 2 or

3 fields were observed. Consequently re/8 of the bulge would be the
natural choice for the inner aperture. For bulges, the effective radius
generally would be smaller than 10′′ (Andredakis et al. 1995), so
re/8, corrected for the effects of the seeing, would be comparable
to 1.2′′.

From Fig. 2 one can see that there is a smooth transition
between E and S0 galaxies on one hand and Sa galaxies on the
other. Most early-type galaxies can be found in the lower right
part of the diagram, while the Sa galaxies have lower MgFe50 and
higher Hβ values. Added to the diagram is a grid of SSP models
by Thomas, Maraston & Bender (2003). Most early-type galaxies
can be interpreted as having old, metal rich stellar populations
(similar to galaxies in the Fornax cluster, see Kuntschner 2000),
but some are clearly younger in their central regions. The Sa
galaxies apparently have a large range in age, and have metal-
licities generally lower than the ellipticals, if we assumethat we
are dealing with SSPs. One of the galaxies, NGC 4383, has a
much lower metallicity than the other galaxies, or is dominated by
very young stellar populations. NGC 4235 lies slightly below the
grid. The line strength maps of Figure 1 indicate a central dip in
Hβ, which makes one suspect that this Seyfert 1 galaxy has some
non-thermal emission in its very centre.

In Figure 3 we investigate the [Mg/Fe] overabundance in spi-
rals. Since some elliptical galaxies are known to be over-abundant
in α-elements, compared to the Sun (Peletier 1989, Worthey et al.
1992), we have plotted in the bottom panel models by Thomas etal.
(2003) with[α/Fe]=0.5 (dotted lines) and 0 (solid lines). There is
a general tendency for Sa galaxies with a given velocity dispersion
to have the same abundance ratio [Mg/Fe] (in the center) as ellip-
tical galaxies. The fact that the abundance ratios of the twotypes
of galaxies are the same shows that the star formation history in
the centers of these galaxies has been very similar. At low veloc-
ity dispersion the scatter for spirals is large, but this is most likely
due to the fact that these galaxies consist of a mix of young and old
stellar populations, implying that ourχ2 method to derive the abun-
dance ratio breaks down here. One can illustrate this as follows: 4
of the spirals have been indicated with blue-yellow open symbols.
These four are the objects that deviate most from the early-type
galaxies and show apparently high [Mg/Fe] for low central veloc-
ity dispersion. The objects are NGC 1056, 2273, 4383 and 5953.
Inspection of their line strength maps shows that all 4 have large
central Hβ values, indicating objects in which a significant fraction
of the light comes from young (∼ 1 Gyr) stellar populations. These
objects most likely cannot be fitted with SSP models, so for those
we cannot use the Mgb - Fe 5015 diagram to derive their [Mg/Fe]
abundance ratio.

Following the currently most popular explanation of nucle-
osynthesis models Mg predominantly comes from Supernovae type
II, while Fe mainly comes from type Ia (Worthey et al. 1992, Weiss,
Matteucci & Peletier 1995). The star formation history of elliptical
galaxies is thought to be such that most of the stars are formed in
the first Gyr, while this timescale for spirals is supposed tobe much
longer. Note however that there are several modes of star formation
in spirals. If star formation is quiescent, which is generaly the case
for late type spirals, solar Mg/Fe ratios would be expected.Indeed,
some of the galaxies seem to have [Mg/Fe]=0. If star formation
occurs in bursts, which is clearly happening often as well, star for-
mation timescales will be short, since the gas will be exhausted, and
Mg/Fe could climb to larger values. For fainter galaxies, bursts are
relatively more important (see above), so that the scatter in Mg/Fe is
also expected to be larger. The fact that the Mg/Fe ratios formassive
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Figure 2. Index-index diagram showing the central line indices Hβ and
MgFe50 (inÅ) in circular apertures with radius 1.2′′ for the Sa galaxies (in
blue, with representative error bars), together with integrated indices within
re/8 ( red) for the early-type galaxies of paper VI (in red) , andwith SSP
stellar population models by Thomas et al. (2003). Shown aremodels with
[Mg/Fe]=0. In the models metallicity goes up from left to right (from Z=-
2.25 to Z=0.35) and age goes up from top to bottom (from 0.1 to 15 Gyr).
The black crosses are the central values for the 10 spiral galaxies of Proctor
& Sansom (2002), for which they claim to have reliable corrections for Hβ
emission.

galaxies are large shows that the stars must have formed frommas-
sive stars, in strong bursts, consistent with Hα measurements. For
fainter galaxies star formation must have happened more slowly.

5.2 Comparison with the literature

Very few papers have presented absorption line strengths for spiral
galaxies. One of them is the paper of Proctor & Sansom (2002),
which contains data for 15 spirals (type S0a-Sb). Their central data
is also shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Not shown are the galaxies for which
Proctor & Sansom claim that their Hβ absorption line is unreliable
because of uncertainties in removing the emission. In general it
seems as if the sample of Proctor & Sansom has an offset in Fe 5015
and in Hβ, as compared to ours. There is one galaxy in common:
NGC 3623, for which their measurements are quite different:Hβ
(PS) = 1.664Å ± 0.080; ∆(Hβ) (PS –SAURON) = –0.245Å;
Mg b (PS) = 4.803Å ± 0.065;∆(Mgb) (PS -SAURON) = 0.676
Å; Fe 5015 (PS) = 6.278̊A ± 0.165;∆(Fe5015) (PS -SAURON)
= 0.756Å. It is unlikely that the difference in Hβ is caused by
errors in removing the Hβ emission, since this galaxy contains very
little emission (see Paper VII). The offsets in NGC 3623 are typical
for the offsets that we see for the sample as a whole. We do see
that the range in MgFe50 covered by the galaxies of the sample
of Proctor & Sansom (2002) is much smaller than in ourSAURON
galaxies. As a result, Proctor & Sansom find fewer galaxies with
recent star formation than we do. There is one galaxy in common
with Proctor et al. (2000), NGC 5689. Here the comparison for

Figure 3. Bottom:Index-index diagram showing central line indices Mgb
and Fe 5015 (in̊A) in circular apertures with radius 1.2′′ for the Sa galax-
ies (in blue, with representative error bars), together with integrated indices
within re/8 for the early-type galaxies of paper VI (in red), and with SSP
stellar population models by Thomas et al. (2003). Here models are plotted
with [Mg/Fe] = 0 (solid lines) and 0.5 (dashed-dotted), ranging in metallic-
ity from Z=-2.25 to Z=0.35 and in age from t=0.1 to t=15 Gyr. The models
with the highest metallicity (Z=0.35) and age (15 Gyr) have the highest
Mg b and Fe 5015 values. The black crosses are the central values for the
10 spiral galaxies of Proctor & Sansom (2002), for which theyclaim to have
reliable corrections for Hβ emission.Top: [Mg/Fe] ratios calculated from
the χ2 code (Paper VIII), calculated assuming the stellar populations can
be represented by an SSP. The four blue points filled in in yellow are NGC
1056, 2273, 4383 and 5953, objects with large central Hβ values, that most
likely cannot be fitted with SSP models.

the central aperture is better: (∆(Hβ) (PS –SAURON) = – 0.07Å,
∆(Mgb) = 0.30Å, and∆(Fe5015) = – 0.09Å. The fact that we
don’t see any offset between the sample of E and S0’s of Paper VI
and the current sample of Sa’s, and the good agreement between
Paper VI and the literature make us believe that the data of Proctor
& Sansom might be subject to a systematic offset.

A paper with line indices for a large number of galaxies is
Moorthy & Holtzman (2006). Although there is only one galaxyin
common, NGC 5689, the behaviour of the galaxies in the index-
index diagram [MgFe]’ vs. Hβ is similar to our galaxies in the
MgFe50 vs. Hβ diagram.

5.3 Relation with galaxy morphology

In Fig. 4 we show the central Mgb and Hβ line strength as a func-
tion of morphological type (T-type from the RC3). Here we seethe
same trends as in Figure 2 (overall Mgb decreases as a function of
type, Hβ increases, Fe 5015 (not shown) decreases, with scatter in-
creasing towards later types), but what can be seen very wellhere is
that the scatter in line indices from galaxy to galaxy becomes large.
While for elliptical galaxies line indices occupy a very small range
in equivalent width or magnitude (e.g. Schweizer et al. 1990), the
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range becomes larger for S0 galaxies, and this trend increases for
later-type galaxies. A commonly used explanation for this trend is
that galaxy populations consist of multiple bursts (see e.g. Trager
et al. 2000, Schweizer & Seitzer 1992). A burst of star formation
causes a luminous stellar population with (after about 108 years)
high Balmer indices, which slowly become weaker with time. It is
thought that in the nearby Universe these bursts occur much more
frequently in S0 galaxies than in elliptical galaxies, causing the
larger scatter in the former. Here we show that the same is thecase
in the central regions of Sa galaxies. It is very important torealise
that we are looking at luminosity-weighted indices. While most of
the mass might be old, a young population, which always has a very
low stellarM/L ratio, could still dominate the light. Note that both
the Mgb – type and Hβ – type diagram show envelopes: galax-
ies have a maximum Mg b and a minimum Hβ. These envelopes
represent old, metal rich stellar populations.

6 LINKING STELLAR POPULATIONS WITH GALAXY
DYNAMICS

6.1 Index –σ relations

Early-type galaxies show a tight Mg2 – velocity dispersion rela-
tion (Terlevich et al. 1981, Guzmán et al. 1992, Jørgensen et al.
1996). This is one of the important relations linking galaxymass
with their stellar populations. Deviations from the relations corre-
late well with parameters indicating the presence of young stellar
populations (Schweizer et al. 1990). In Falcón-Barroso etal. (2002,
FB02) we used the relation to show that the stellar populations in a
sample of inclined early-type spirals are generally old.

In Figs. 5, 6 and 7 we show the central Mgb and Hβ indices
of our sample as a function of the central velocity dispersion σcen.
In the figure are shown the galaxies of this sample, together with
the ellipticals and lenticulars of Paper VI (at re/8), and a number
of literature samples of early-type spirals (see caption).The black
line is a best fit to the ellipticals and S0 galaxies in the Comaclus-
ter of Jørgensen et al. (1996). The Mgb - σ relation of elliptical
galaxies and S0’s acts as an upper envelope for the Sa galaxies.
Although some Sa galaxy centre measurements lie close to there-
lation, a significant fraction of the galaxies falls below it. The same
effect is seen for the Hβ - σ relation. Here the line of ellipticals
and S0 galaxies in Coma is not accurately known, since the Hβ
index of a galaxy is crucially dependent on its correction for emis-
sion, and very few emission-line corrected Hβ indices have been
published in the literature. One sees, however, a well-defined lower
envelope in the red points. Using the argumentation of Schweizer
et al. (1992), the line of galaxies in Coma would correspond to old
stellar populations, while deviations would be caused by younger
stars. The fact that our Sa bulges mostly lie below the Mgb - σ
relation or above the Hβ - σ relation would indicate that the cen-
tres of Sa bulges generally are significantly younger than early-type
galaxies in the Coma cluster.

This result appears to contradict the tight Mg2 – σ relation
for bulges found by FB02 and also the relation by Jablonka et al.
(1996). It confirms, however, the results of Prugniel et al. (2001),
also described by FB02, who find several early-type spiral galaxies
lying considerably below the Mg2 – σ relation. Notice that there are
several S0 galaxies that are far away from the relation defined by el-
liptical galaxies, in the same location as the spirals with the lowest
Mg b values. We have converted the central Mg2 values of Jablonka
et al. (1996) to Mgb using the tight relation of the Vazdekis et al.

Figure 4. Central indices (inÅ) in an aperture of radius 1.2′′ as a function
of morphological type. In red is shown the sample of elliptical galaxies
presented in Paper VI. Morphological t-types from the RC3 (de Vaucouleurs
et al. 1991).

(1996) models and plotted them as black crosses. The position of
those black crosses is not very different from our bulges, ellipticals
and lenticulars. The galaxies of Bender, Burstein & Faber (1993)
have been selected to be lenticulars, so it is no surprise that they
agree well with FB02. One should note that there is a small offset
for the red points, since their central Mgb indices are in general
slightly higher than the value inside re/8. Since the velocity disper-
sion profiles of the ellipticals and S0 galaxies are generally rising
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inward they are probably moving slighly along the line. In FB02
some more details of this figure are discussed.
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Figure 5. Central Mgb as a function of central velocity dispersion (in km/s). The open red symbols show the ellipticals and S0 galaxies of PaperVI for an
aperture ofre/8. The filled dark blue symbols indicate central apertures of the galaxies of this paper (including a representative errorbar). The black line is
the least-squares fit to the ellipticals and S0 galaxies in Coma of Jørgensen et al. (1996). As a comparison we also show a few literature samples in black: the
filled triangles indicate the highly-inclined bulges of FB02, the open triangles the bulges of Bender et al. (1993), and the crosses the bulges of Jablonka et al.
(1996). For these 3 samples we have converted Mg2 to Mgb using a least-squares fit to all the Vazdekis et al. (1996) models for which Mg2 > 0.10: Mgb =
12.92 Mg2 + 0.537.
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Figure 6. Central Hβ absorption as a function of central velocity dispersionσcen (in km/s). The open red symbols show the ellipticals and S0 galaxies of
Paper VI for an aperture ofre/8. The filled dark blue symbols indicate central apertures of the galaxies of this paper (including a representative errorbar).

Figure 7. Same figure as Figures 5 and 6, but now with Hβ maps of 3 example galaxies, which show that the stellar populations are young when the galaxies
lies off the relation for galaxies in the Coma cluster.Figure 7 available as separate jpg-file
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In the region of interest (σ < 120 km/s) the galaxies of FB02
generally have higher Mgb than the galaxies of this sample. Why
this difference? The only important difference between thetwo
samples is the inclination distribution. If the young stellar popu-
lations would be concentrated in the plane we would see only old
stellar populations in the inclined sample at 5′′ above the plane, if
the radial extent of the young stellar populations would be limited
to the very central regions, while this would not be the case for
theSAURON sample. Fortunately, we know more about the sample
of FB02. From colours from HST Peletier et al. (1999) found that
the stellar populations at 5′′ on the minor axis of all these galax-
ies are old (9± 2 Gyr), except for their 3 Sbc galaxies. The fact
that we have two-dimensional stellar population information for the
SAURON galaxies allows us to understand the position of the points
in the Mgb - σ diagram much better. We have therefore labeled
three typical points in this diagram, one on the line, and twobelow
it. For these three points we show the Hβ absorption line maps in
Figure 7. They indicate that the stellar populations for thegalaxy on
the line, NGC 4698, are old, while the Hβ maps for the two galaxies
below the line show signatures typical of galaxies with young stel-
lar populations. In both the latter galaxies the regions with young
stars are extended. Would NGC 4369, if seen at higher inclination,
lie on the relation of FB02? Since the region dominated by young
stellar populations is extended, going out to about 10′′ on the minor
axis, one would see the old stellar populations at 5′′ on the minor
axis if the inclination would be larger than 60o and the young pop-
ulations would be distributed in a thin disc. NGC 2273 would look
old at 5′′ on the minor axis at any inclination angle, since the region
of young stars here is small. This qualitative comparison shows, al-
though not very precisely, that the inclination distribution might be
the only difference between the sample of FB02 and theSAURON
Sa sample. Note that the Mgb - σ relation for the Coma cluster is
a relation for the oldest galaxies that not necessarily all have the
same old age of∼ 10 Gyr. This means that the distance of a galaxy
from the line of Coma-galaxies is a measure of the age-difference
between the galaxy and the oldest galaxy at the sameσ, not of its
absolute age. Since differences in metallicity almost do not affect
Hβ (e.g. Paper VI) the Hβ - σ diagram is a much cleaner diagram
to study these age-differences (Fig. 6). Here one can also see the
large spread in age for galaxies with low central velocity disper-
sion. A comparison with the sample of FB02 is unfortunately not
possible here.

One might wonder what determines the stellar populations in
the centre. For elliptical galaxies there is a strong relation between
the total luminosity and the central Mg2 index (Guzmán et al. 1992,
Jørgensen et al. 1996), or the central velocity dispersion.Since also
M/L correlates with luminosity (e.g. Bender et al. 1993) there is
a strong correlation between the total galaxy mass and the central
stellar populations. It is not clear whether a similar relation also
holds for spiral galaxies, although there is a tight relation between
the central metallicity from the ionised gas and the mass of spi-
ral galaxies (Zaritsky et al. 1994). For our objects, the Mgb – MB

relation (not shown) is much less tight than the Mgb – σcen re-
lation, implying that the central stellar populations are probably
determined more by the local concentration of matter than bythe
mass of the galaxy itself. In the same way, there is no good cor-
relation between Mgb and Wc

20, the inclination-corrected velocity
width of the 21cm profile, generally considered a good mass indi-
cator of galaxies. Or alternatively, one could say that central stellar
populations are determined more by the central regions thanby the
galaxy itself. This indicates that the stellar populationsin the bulge
are probably determined more locally, e.g. by the Star Formation

mode, than globally by the mass of the whole galaxy. This would
be a relation similar to the one between bulge mass and black hole
mass (e.g., Tremaine et al. 2002) which is tighter than the relation
of black hole mass and total galaxy mass.

6.2 SSP age as a function ofσ

Up to this point most of the analysis is based purely on data, without
invoking any stellar population modeling. We now look at there-
sults of the SSP-analysis. In Fig. 8 we have plotted the central SSP-
age versus the central velocity dispersion. Surprisingly,we find that
belowσ = 100 km/s none of the galaxies is old, and that the average
age drops very fast when going to fainter galaxies. Comparedto the
early-type galaxies of Paper VI Sa galaxies are slightly older for a
givenσcen or have a lower central velocity dispersion for a given
age. One finds, however, an opposite effect when comparing the
Sa galaxies with the elliptical galaxies in the Virgo cluster of Ya-
mada et al. (2006), which for the same central velocity dispersion
are younger. We might tentatively conclude that the morphological
type of the galaxy is less tightly correlated with the central stel-
lar populations than the central velocity dispersion, for the types
of galaxies concerned (ellipticals, S0s and Sa galaxies). There are
early-type galaxies with young central stellar populations, and also
Sa galaxies. In the same way there are Sa galaxies with old central
stellar populations. We see that for a given velocity dispersion the
Virgo ellipticals are slightly older than our cluster Sa’s,which in
turn are slightly older than our field Sa’s. The apparent differences
in age with the sample of Yamada et al. might also be partly dueto
the slightly different method used to derive ages. Interesting also is
that ages at 5′′ from the centre on the minor axis are generally older
than central ages, strengthening our interpretation of Figs. 5, 6 and
7. If we use the central velocity dispersion as an indicator of mass,
we find that our trend of galaxy mass with age is similar to the re-
sult of Kauffmann et al. (2003), based on Sloan Digital Sky Survey
data, which says that there are two groups of galaxies, with the less
massive galaxies much younger than the massive ones, separated at
about 3×1010 M⊙. For the spirals galaxies as a whole we do not
have a clear mass - age relation. Using the inclination-corrected
21-cm velocity width (Table 1), a mass-indicator based on the rota-
tion velocity of the gas in the outer disc regions, we see thata clear
mass-age trend, as indicated by Kauffmann et al. (2003) is probably
not present (Fig. 9), although the oldest galaxies are indeed some of
the largest ones. It looks as if bulge mass is a much more important
parameter determining the central stellar populations, rather than
total mass.

6.3 Sigma drops

Central velocity dispersion minima (i.e., sigma drops) arerather
common in our sample (Paper VII). In this paper we observe dis-
tinct dispersion drops in 11 out of 24 galaxies (46%). This isprob-
ably a lower limit considering the medium spatial resolution of our
SAURON data. In Table 1 we give the ratio of the velocity disper-
sion in the central aperture of radius 1.′′2 and the maximum stellar
velocity dispersion in theSAURON field. For 14 of our 24 galaxies
this ratio is significantly lower than 1 (lower than 0.96). For three
of those, NGC 2844, 4245 and 4293, the scatter in the velocitydis-
persions in the individual bins is such that one discovers the sigma
drop only after a more careful analysis of the velocity dispersion
map, and for that reason they were not mentioned in paper VII.In
later type galaxies this fraction is higher than 46%. In a paper by
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Figure 8. Central SSP-age as a function of central velocity dispersion (in
km/s) for our 12 cluster (blue filled symbols) and field galaxies (open sym-
bols). For the galaxies with inclination larger than 60o we have also plot-
ted the age at 5′′ from the centre along the minor axis (arrows). Red open
squares are ellipticals and S0s from Paper VI and Kuntschneret al. (in
preparation). The black crosses are from Yamada et al. (2006), using the
ages determined from Hβ.

Figure 9. Central SSP-age as a function of Wc
20

, a the inclination-corrected
velocity width of the 21cm profile (in km/s), a good mass indicator of the
galaxy. Note that Wc

20
is not available for all galaxies.

Ganda et al. (2006) we show that the velocity dispersion profiles
of galaxies of morphological type Sbc and later are generally ris-
ing across the wholeSAURON field. As a comparison, Chung &
Bureau (2004) revealed a sigma drop frequency of about 40% in
a sample of 30 nearly edge-on S0-Sbc galaxies, which is consis-
tent with our findings. The first observed cases of central velocity
dispersion minima date back to the late 80s and early 90s (e.g., Bot-
tema 1989, 1993). However, this subject has started to gain signifi-
cant attention in the last years. Emsellem et al. (2001) proposed that
these were the result of gas forming stars in central discs (see also
Márquez et al. 2003, and Emsellem 2006 for a recent review).The
first modeling of this effect was presented in Wozniak et al. (2003).
Here, the 2-dimensional data clearly confirm that theσ drops are
caused by central discs (Paper VII). Since sigma drops are rarely
seen in ellipticals, but common in spirals, this is one of theaspects
in which spirals and ellipticals differ. Sigma drops could be caused
by stars forming in central gas discs later on in the evolution of the
galaxy. These discs are formed as dynamically cold systems,and
slowly heat up. As long as they are cold, and are responsible for
a significant fraction of the light, they will produceσ drops at any
inclination, if they are dominating the light. This interpretation is
consistent with N-body and SPH simulations of, e.g., Wozniak &
Champavert (2006), who form discs from gas inflow towards the
central regions of the galaxy and subsequent star formation. Note
for example the central regions of NGC 4274. In the star forma-
tion ring the velocity dispersion is low, since the light is dominated
by a young, cold, disc, causing the central sigma-drop. In the outer
regions, where the velocity dispersion is higher, the lightmainly
comes from old stars.

Having determined the stellar population age, we investigate
how long a central disc that causes aσ-dip can survive. To quantify
the sigma drops we azimuthally averaged the velocity dispersion
along isophotes (in the same way as was done in Ganda et al. 2006)
and used that to normalize the central velocity dispersion.We then
plot the square root of the quadratic difference between themaxi-
mum and central velocity dispersion in Fig. 10 (with numberstab-
ulated in Table 1). This is a measure of the size of the centraldip.
If no dip is present this parameter is equal to zero. Here we see
an interesting effect. Although the fraction ofσ-drops for young
galaxies is larger, very old central discs exist as well. Theoldest
galaxy with aσ-drop is NGC 4235. This galaxy has a Seyfert 1
nucleus, which shows up as a lower Mgb and Hβ value in the very
centre. So, it is likely that the stellar age calculated there is not very
accurate. However, in the rest of the inner disc (Paper VII) old ages
are found (Figure 1). We conclude that central discs can survive
long. This is consistent with the simulations of Wozniak & Cham-
pavert (2006), who, however, stop their simulation at 2.1 Gyr, but
report that the amplitude of theσ-drop had remained the same for
the last Gyr. Paper VIII shows the age distribution of kinematically-
decoupled cores (KDCs). All large-scale KDCs (∼1 kpc), present
in slow-rotating galaxies, appear old, while most small-scale KDCs
(6 300 pc), present in fast-rotating galaxies, appear young. Their
interpretation is that they are also discs, which like any stellar pop-
ulation will slowly fade, until the surface brightness is low enough
to be totally overcome by the main galaxy body. The sigma drops
we see here are extended (size> 5′′), and mostly older than 1 Gyr.
They might be similar to objects such as the central discs in giant
ellipticals (see a discussion in paper VIII).
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Figure 10. Relation between central SSP age (in Gyr) and the size of the
central sigma drop, indicated by the square root of the quadratic difference
betweenσmax andσcen, whereσcen has been calculated in a central aper-
ature of radius 1.2 arcsec andσmax the maximum velocity dispersion in the
azimuthally averaged profile.

7 DISCUSSION

7.1 Star Formation Modes

In Section 5 we have found that stellar populations in the centres of
early-type spirals seem to consist of an underlying old stellar pop-
ulation, together with localized younger stellar populations, either
in central discs, rings or more irregular structures. Is this consistent
with what we know from previous work?

Current wisdom in the literature is that there are two modes
of star formation (Kennicutt 1998). The first manifests itself by a
strong relation between the morphological type and the amount of
star formation, as measured from Hα. This causes the average star
formation rate to increase monotonically with morphological T-
type. There is however a real scatter in the star formation per galaxy
of about a factor 10. Several factors contribute to the variations in
the Star Formation Rate (SFR), including variations in gas content,
nuclear emission, interactions, and possibly short-term variations
in the SFR within individual objects.

The second mode can be found in the circumnuclear regions
of many spiral galaxies, which harbor luminous star-forming re-
gions. They have properties that are largely decoupled fromthose
of the more extended star-forming discs (Morgan 1958, Sérsic &
Pastoriza 1967). The physical conditions in the circumnuclear star-
forming discs are distinct in many respects from the more extended
star-forming discs of spiral galaxies. The circumnuclear star for-
mation is especially distinctive in terms of the absolute range in
SFRs, the much higher spatial concentrations of gas and stars, and
its burst-like nature (in luminous systems) (Kennicutt 1998).

In contrast to the extended star formation in discs, which
varies dramatically along the Hubble sequence, circumnuclear star
formation occurs mostly in early-type spiral galaxies. Stauffer

(1982), Keel (1983), Ho et al. (1997) investigated the dependence
of nuclear Hα emission in star forming nuclei as a function of
galaxy type. They found that the detection frequency of HII region
nuclei is a strong monotonic function of type, increasing from 0%
in elliptical galaxies to 8% in S0, 22% in Sa, 51% in Sb, and 80%in
Sc - Im galaxies, although these fractions may be influenced some-
what by AGN contamination. Among the galaxies with nuclear star
formation, the Hα luminosities show the opposite trend; the aver-
age extinction-corrected luminosity of HII region nuclei in S0 - Sbc
galaxies is nine times higher than in Sc galaxies. Thus, the bulk of
the total nuclear star formation in galaxies is weighted toward the
earlier Hubble types, even though the frequency of occurence is
higher in the late types. Kormendy & Kennicutt (2004) reportthat
the central star formation accounts for 10 - 100% of the totalSFR
of spiral galaxies. The highest fractions occur in early-type spiral
galaxies, which typically have low SFRs in their outer discs(Ken-
nicutt & Kent 1983).

Although the picture described above was derived primarily
from Hα images, we see exactly the behaviour described above in
our current sample. Our galaxies, all early-type spirals, and most of
them of type Sa, show a much larger range in age than ellipticals
and S0s, derived both from the index-index diagrams and fromthe
Mg (or Hβ )- σ diagram. Also spatially, one sees that the younger
stellar populations are concentrated near the centre or in annuli sug-
gestive of resonance rings (e.g. Byrd et al. 1994). The picture is
consistent with all star formation taking place in the disc,and close
to the centre.

We find that 29± 9 % of our galaxies shows younger stars in
rings. This number is compatible with Knapen et al. (2006), who
find 30± 5%. The real fraction might be higher, since the detec-
tion rate also depends on the spatial resolution. The fact that galax-
ies form stars in rings is not new (see e.g. Benedict et al. 1992 for
the beautiful case of NGC 4314 and Knapen et al. 1995 for NGC
4321). Gas surface densities often peak near the ILR (Inner Lind-
blad Resonance, Combes et al. 1992), lending support to the idea
that the inward flow of gas along the bar slows down and as a result
the gas piles up between the OILR and the IILR (Outer and Inner
Inner Lindblad Resonance, Shlosman et al. 1989). Inner starform-
ing rings are seen in many, predominantly barred, galaxies (Knapen
et al. 2006). They find that a large fraction of spiral galaxies show
central or circumnuclear Hα emission, indicating the presence of
ionising O or B stars. The galaxies with rings are predominantly
found in galaxies of types Sa-Sbc, while central star formation in
later type galaxies is generally patchy.

We also find that the galaxies with lowerσ values, or lower
values of Mgb i.e. generally the smaller galaxies, show a larger
range in age than the larger ones. This is not just the case forthe Sa
galaxies, but also for the earlier types, mostly S0 galaxies. One can
find evidence for this effect in several places in the literature. Ya-
mada et al. (2006), from a study of elliptical galaxies in theVirgo
cluster, find that the scatter in age is much larger at lowσ than
for the most massive galaxies. SDSS results for early-type galaxies
(Gallazzi et al. 2006) show the same result. Gavazzi & Scodeggio
(1996) and Gavazzi et al (1996) compiled UV, visible, and near-
IR photometry for over 900 nearby galaxies. They found an anti-
correlation between the SFR per unit mass and the galaxy luminos-
ity, as indicated by broadband colors and Hα EWs. At least part of
this trend seems to reflect the same dependence of SFR on Hub-
ble type discussed above, but a mass dependence is also observed
among galaxies of the same Hubble type. Also, a similar effect is
seen in early-type galaxies. Kuntschner (2000) finds for elliptical
and S0 galaxies in the Fornax cluster that the range in ages for faint
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galaxies is much larger than for the large galaxies, which all happen
to be old. The fainter galaxies also seem to have a different star for-
mation mode. NGC 4369, 4383 or 4405, all fainter than MB=–19,
have star formation concentrated in a large central region,and not
in rings, as is much more common is brighter galaxies. For spirals
Bell & de Jong (2000) find a highly significant correlation between
the K-band absolute magnitude and age, and also between the gas
fraction and age, in the sense that fainter galaxies are younger and
have a larger gas fraction (see also Kauffmann et al. 2003). They
also find that there is a kind of ’saturation’ in the stellar metallici-
ties: the metallicity of galaxies with an absolute K-band magnitude
of –22 is very similar to the metallicity of galaxies with an absolute
K-band magnitude of –26. The metallicity of galaxies fainter than
an absolute K-band magnitude of –22 can be much lower.

7.2 Star Formation, Bars and Bulge Formation

In Section 6.1 we found that stellar populations in the central re-
gions of highly-inclined galaxies behave differently fromthose in
more face-on galaxies. From that we concluded that young stars
must form in the plane of the galaxy, with a small scale height,
rather than in the whole bulge. For these Sa galaxies, classified on
the basis of their large bulge, this can only mean that in the radial
region in which the central disc stars dominate, they are responsible
for much, or most of the light that is usually attributed to the bulge
(e.g. when doing a bulge-disc decomposition, e.g. Andredakis et al.
1995, de Jong 1996, McArthur et al. 2003).

An instructive example is the galaxy NGC 3623, which has a
bright thin inner disc (see e.g. Paper VII), dominating the central
stellar populations. The stellar kinematics show fast rotation and
low velocity dispersion in this disc, i.e. disc-like kinematics. Out-
side the disc, the rotation drops and the velocity dispersion goes up.
Obviously the central component, when doing the decomposition,
is part of the bulge. Its appearance and kinematics however indicate
that it is a disc. Our sample contains more cases like this.

Kormendy & Kennicutt (2004) repeatedly note that the central
light distributions of some galaxies are very flat, based on observed
axial ratios or spiral structure (see also Kormendy et al. 2006). Fig-
ure 8 in Kormendy (1993) shows that a majority of bulges appear
rounder than their associated discs. These include the well-known
classical bulges in M31, M81, NGC 2841, NGC 3115, and NGC
4594 (the Sombrero galaxy). Some bulges have apparent flattenings
that are similar to those of their associated discs, as Kent (1985)
noted. Some bulges, however, appear more flattened than their as-
sociated discs; these may be inner bars. Fathi & Peletier (2003)
show that there is tentative evidence that in late-type spirals the
flattening of bulges is larger than in early-type spirals.

When one considers the nuclear and circumnuclear star forma-
tion, one finds a strong correlation with bar structure, and the virtual
absence of any other dependence on morphological type (Kennicutt
1998). This implies that the evolution of the circumnuclearregion
is largely decoupled from that of the disc at larger radii. The strong
distinctions between early-type and late-type barred galaxies ap-
pear to be associated with the structural and dynamical properties
of the bars. Bars in bulge-dominated, early-type spirals tend to be
very strong and efficient at transporting gas from the disc into the
central regions, while bars in late-type galaxies are much weaker
and are predicted to be much less efficient in transporting gas (e.g.
Athanassoula 1992, Friedli & Benz 1995). All of the results are
consistent with a general picture in which the circumnuclear SFRs
of galaxies are determined largely by the rate of gas transport into
the inner regions. Kormendy & Kennicutt (2004) claim that inthis

way so called pseudo-bulges are formed, components that domi-
nate the light in the centre, but have disc-like properties.They es-
timate a typical formation timescale for the central discs of 1 Gyr.
Since circumnuclear star-forming rings of this type are seen in 10%
of intermediate-type spiral galaxies (Sérsic 1973, Maoz et al. 1996)
they suggest that about half of unbarred spirals and nearly all barred
spirals may have formed central disks in this mass range.

According to the current literature there are several kindsof
bulges. Bulges that photometrically (r1/4 surface brightness law)
and kinematically (slowly rotating, but with highλR, Emsellem
et al. 2007) resemble elliptical galaxies are often called classical
bulges (Kormendy & Kennicutt 2004). A bulge consisting onlyof
the fast-rotating component is called a pseudo-bulge in this refer-
ence. In making this classification Kormendy & Kennicutt rather
simplify things, since e.g. Balcells et al. (2003) show thatvery
few bulges have real r1/4 surface brightness profiles. Athanassoula
(2005) claims that there are three types of bulges: the classical
bulges, which form by collapse or merging, disc-like bulges, which
result from the inflow of (mainly) gas to the centre-most parts, and
subsequent star formation, and boxy and peanut bulges, which are
seen in near-to-edge-on galaxies and which are in fact just apart
of the bar seen edge-on, and therefore not part of the bulge inthe
definition of this paper (Section 1). Here we add another piece of
the puzzle. From the stellar population distribution, by comparing
a sample uniformly distributed in inclination with a samplebi-
ased towards high inclination we infer that galactic bulgeshave
more than one physical component: generally they have a slowly-
rotating, elliptical-like component, and one or more fast-rotating
components in the plane of the galaxy. This picture also nicely ex-
plains the fact that bulge populations in general are very similar
to those in the disc (e.g. Peletier & Balcells 1996, Terndrupet al.
1994). Fisher (2006) finds one more piece of evidence. In galax-
ies which he classifies as having a disc-like bulge the central star
formation rate, as obtained from the Spitzer 3.6 - 8.0µm colour, is
higher than in galaxies with classical bulges. This shows that the
Spitzer colour measures similar things as our optical line indices.
Our conclusions here is that we see classical and disc-like bulges,
which in many cases co-exist in the same galaxy.

The Galactic Bulge also fits well into this picture. Zoccali et
al. (2003) find that stars in the Galactic Bulge, measured 6 degrees
above the Galactic plane, are as old as Galactic globular clusters,
at least 10 Gyr. This indicates that our Galaxy probably has an old
central bulge component, maybe similar to a classical bulge. We do
not know of a component with disc-like kinematics in our Galaxy,
but near the Galactic centre stars are currently being formed at a fast
rate. The Galaxy has a significant bar, though (Binney et al. 1991;
Weiland et al. 1994). Also, the Galaxy has a prominent molecu-
lar ring, and the radial velocity dispersion of the bulge andinner
disc are the same ( 100 km/s; Lewis & Freeman 1989; Spaenhauer,
Jones & Whitford 1992).

In the centres of almost all nearby early-type spirals, evi-
dence is also seen for the presence of an inner disc-like compo-
nent (Peletier et al. 1999). Dust extinction is detected in 95% of
their sample, sometimes associated with blue light, indicating star
formation. It is possible that many galaxies contain small star form-
ing discs with diameters of about 100 pc in their centre, on top of
central star clusters (e.g. Böker et al. 2002, Carollo et al. 1998, Bal-
cells et al. 2003). These components are also disc-like components,
photometrically belonging to the bulge. Bulges often have several
dynamical components (see e.g. Paper VII, Falcón-Barrosoet al.
2003), with different kinematics, so it looks as if bulges are not just
disc-like or elliptical-like, but consist of several components. The
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current sample indicates that, at least in Sa galaxies, bothdisc-like
and elliptical-like or classical bulges often coexist.

Coming back to the definition of bulges: if one would define a
bulge as a kinematically slowly rotating system, one would find that
in the central regions of many Sa galaxies the light would be domi-
nated by another component, with disk-like properties, being flatter,
and rotating faster. If one would adopt a morphology-based defini-
tion, and take as the bulge the component that is boxy or peanut-
shaped, one would get a component that also includes the thick part
of an inner bar, i.e. a fast rotating disk component (Kuijken& Mer-
rifield 1995, Chung & Bureau 2004, Bureau & Athanassoula 2005).
It is therefore important to understand what definition is used when
discussing bulge properties.

8 CONCLUSIONS

The main conclusions of this paper are:
We have presented absorption line strength maps in Hβ, Fe

5015, and Mgb of a sample of24 representative early-type spiral
galaxies, mostly of type Sa. This paper constitutes the firstlarge
sample of spirals with spatially resolved absorption line strengths.

(i) The absorption line maps show that many galaxies contain
some younger populations, formed in mini-starbursts in small or
large inner discs (100-1000 pc), or in circumnuclear star forming
rings, often related to bars. These mini-starburst cause a consider-
able scatter in index-index diagrams such as Mgb – Hβ and Mgb
– Fe 5015 , more than is measured for early-type galaxies. As a
result, there is not only a wide range in ages, even within thegalax-
ies, but also in abundance ratio Mg/Fe. The different star formation
modes (starbursting and more quiescent) are also reflected in the
large range of Mg/Fe that is observed.

(ii) All of our galaxies lie on or below the Mgb – σ relation for
elliptical galaxies in the Coma cluster by Jørgensen et al. (1996). If
that relation is considered to be a relation for old galaxieswe see
that our sample of spirals has a considerable scatter in age,with the
highest scatter at the lowestσ, i.e. for the faintest galaxies.

(iii) To explain this result, and also the result from the literature
that stellar populations on the dustfree minor axis of inclined spi-
rals are generally old, we conclude that star formation in the inner
regions only occurs in a thin disc. Since this inner disc dominates
the light in many cases, it dominates the light of the bulge. Above
the plane, the light is dominated by another galaxy component, re-
sembling an elliptical galaxy, consisting of old stars. In this way
one can explain in a natural way the different types of bulgesgiven
by Kormendy & Kennicutt (2004) and Athanassoula (2005).

(iv) Sigma drops are found in about half our sample and are
probably caused by these fast rotating flat central discs. The stellar
populations in these inner components are not significantlyyounger
than those in galaxies without them, indicating that the discs caus-
ing the velocity dispersion drops can be long-lived.
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APPENDIX A: DESCRIPTION OF INDIVIDUAL
GALAXIES

Here, we briefly comment on the structures observed and provide
some relevant references in the literature for the galaxiesfor which
we have been able to find relevant information. These comments
are additions to the contents of Appendix A of Paper VII, where we
focused on the stellar and gas kinematics, as well as the emission
line strengths.We only discuss earlier work in which the galaxies
are treated as resolved objects.

NGC 1056 is a rather faint galaxy, classified in NED as Sy 2. It
is part of the list of Markarian et al. (1989). Central line strength
measurements are also available from Prugniel et al. (2001), who
have similar conclusions from Mg2 and 〈Fe〉. The young central
ages are confirmed by low [OIII]/Hβ values. Surface photometry
in V and I is given by Heraudeau et al. (1996).
NGC 2273 is a double-barred active (Sy 2) galaxy. Its emission

line distribution has been studied by Ferruit et al. (2000).In the
inner regions the galaxy has a very dusty zone occupied by young
stellar populations in a central disc.
NGC 2844 is an HII galaxy (NED) showing ongoing star forma-

tion, accompanied by dust extinction, in a rather highly inclined
ring. The galaxy is also part of the sample of Prugniel et al. (2001).
NGC 3623 is a large member (M 65) of the Leo triplet. Its stellar

populations are generally old, with its central disc, clearly seen in
the stellar kinematics. Afanasiev & Sil’chenko (2005) usedour data
for this galaxy, together with line strength maps from the MPFS
instrument. They observe a central drop in Mgb, and also central
drops in Fe 5270 and Hβ . We do not reproduce their result, and
find relatively small radial gradients. Also, decreases in Mgb are
usually coupled with increases in Hβ. It is possible that Afanasiev
& Silchenko applied a much lower emission line correction inthe
middle (see Fig. 1). Line indices are also published by Proctor et
al. (2002 and 2000). For a comparison see Section 4. An integrated
spectrum is given in Kennicutt (1992).
NGC 4220 displays a prominent dust lane at a distance of 5′′

north-east of the centre, with younger stellar populationsin the dust
lane.
NGC 4235 is a nearly edge-on Seyfert 1.2 galaxy. In the line

strength maps one can see the continuum emission of the central
AGN in the very centre. Jiménez-Benito et al. (2000) present Fe,
Mg and Ca absorption line strengths and find that the Ca triplet
lines are stronger than expected from the other lines. This is likely
to be due to the non-stellar continuum.
NGC 4245 is a barred galaxy with a prominent dust and star for-

mation ring in the centre (Erwin & Sparke 2003). Its central STIS
spectrum was analysed by Sarzi et al. (2005b), who found thatthe
galaxy has an old stellar population together with a small fraction
of stars of age 108.5 years old. Möllenhoff & Heidt (2001) perform
B/D decompositions for this galaxy in many passbands.
NGC 4274 is a double barred galaxy (Erwin 2004) with signif-

icant amounts of dust in the inner parts. The kinematics hereis
dominated by an inner disc, which is also prominent in molecular
CO (Koda et al. 2005). Young stars are formed mainly in a ring
around this disc.
NGC 4293 is a relatively highly-inclined galaxy with a strong

dust lane passing close to the nucleus and another dust lane about
7′′ south of the centre. Young stars are seen in the dust lane clos-
est to the nucleus. As for several of the galaxies of this sample,
driftscan spectra are presented by Gavazzi et al. (2003).
NGC 4314 is a low-inclined, well studied barred galaxy in the

Virgo cluster (Benedict et al. 1996, Pérez-Ramı́rez et al.2000),

mainly known for a inner star-forming ring in the inner 10′′. Bene-
dict et al. analyse ground-based (1992) and HST-images (1993) of
this object. They detect a inner star forming ring in opticaland
near-IR colors, together with a inner spiral just exterior of the ring.
They conclude from the optical and near-infrared photometry that
a pattern of younger stars exist, stronger at the ring, and almost dis-
appearing at the linear dust lanes. Other surface photometry was
presented by Friedli et al. (1996) and Wozniak et al. (1995).Sarzi
et al. (2005b) analyse blue HST STIS-spectra of the centre ofthis
galaxy. They find that the stellar populations are consistent with an
old age (1010 years). González-Delgado et al. (2004) measure ab-
sorption line indices from central STIS spectra, and classify it as a
galaxy with old stellar populations and weak [OI]. The galaxy looks
very similar to NGC 4321 (M100), for which a detailed stellarpop-
ulation analysis based onSAURON data is presented by Allard et al.
(2006).
NGC 4369 is a faint low-inclination galaxy. The central regions

are strongly affected by dust (Falcón-Barroso et al. 2006). Ho et al.
(1997) classify the nuclear spectrum as an HII nucleus, indicating a
circumnuclear region with star formation activity but without AGN.
Koda et al. (2005) show that a significant amount of moleculargas
(about 108 M⊙) is found in the central regions of this galaxy.
NGC 4383 is another starburst galaxy in the Virgo cluster (Rubin

et al. 1999). Rubin et al. state that this galaxy has an unusually shal-
low nuclear velocity rise, confirmed in Paper VII. The Hα + [N II]
image of NGC 4383 shows filaments of ionised gas, suggesting
significant noncircular gas motions due to the starburst (Koopmann
et al. 2004). TheSAURON ionised gas velocity field is also possibly
suggestive of a starburst outflow. The [OIII] emission in this galaxy
is so large that we have some difficulty removing all of it, resulting
in very low Fe 5015 absorption line indices. Despite of this the
light in the inner regions is dominated by young stellar populations.
NGC 4405 is another faint galaxy with an HII nucleus. This

galaxy also has a considerable amount of extinction in the central
regions, although less than NGC 4369 or NGC 4383. The Hβ gas
map displays severalclumpsaround the centre indicating the star-
bursting nature of the star formation in this galaxy. The line indices
show generally young stellar populations in the central regions.
NGC 4425 is a highly inclined galaxy without much dust with

a boxy bulge component (Paper VII). The ionised-gas maps show
only patchy traces of emission. The absorption line maps show
that the stellar populations are mainly old.
NGC 4596 is a non-interacting, strongly barred, galaxy (Gerssen

et al. 1999). TheSAURON stellar velocity field displays regular
rotation along an axis misaligned with respect to the photometric
major axis, due to the presence of a strong bar. The galaxy hasan
inner disc which dominates the inner 5′′ (Paper VII). The galaxy
has little ionised gas, and its stellar populations from theSAURON
absorption lines are predominantly old. González-Delgado et al.
(2004), from central STIS absorption line spectra, classify this
galaxy as a galaxy with strong [OI] lines and old stellar populations.
Sarzi et al. (2005b), from the same spectra, confirm this result.
NGC 4698 might be considered the example of the early-to-

intermediate Sa galaxy (Sandage & Bedke 1994). It contains a
low-luminosity Seyfert 2 nucleus (Ho et al. 1997). The stellar
kinematics is rather unusual (Paper VII), for example because of
the presence of a kinematically decoupled central disc, in which the
stars rotate perpendicularly to the stars elsewhere in the central re-
gions ( Pizzella et al. 2002, Sarzi et al. 2000). The galaxy has little
ionised gas, and its stellar populations from theSAURON absorp-
tion lines are predominantly old. A stellar population analysis from
STIS spectra also shows that the central stellar populations are old.
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NGC 4772 is a an intermediate size galaxy showing regular
rotation along the major axis. The unsharp-masked image reveals a
small dusty disc in the centre of the galaxy, the orientationof which
seems consistent with that of the ionised gas in the central 5′′, but
rotating almost in the opposite sense of the stars, in agreement with
Haynes et al. (2000). The absorption lines show that the stellar
populations are predominantly old in theSAURON field.

NGC 5448 is an active barred galaxy (L2; Ho et al. 1997) with
a dusty central region. The stellar kinematics display a regular
disc, and signatures of an inner fast rotating component in the
central≈5′′. The ionised-gas kinematics features an ’S-shaped’
zero-velocity curve, suggestive of gas radial motions. We refer the
reader to Fathi et al. (2005) for a detailed study of this galaxy using
SAURON. In the absorption line maps one sees an increase in Hβ
and a decrease in Mgb in the central 5′′. This is exactly the region
of the central disc, and the excess of dust extinction.

NGC 5475 is an isolated, nearly edge-on galaxy (Balcells &
Peletier 1994). Colour profiles in optical and near-infrared have
been presented in Peletier & Balcells (1996, 1997). The [OIII ]
emission extends out mainly along the galaxy minor axis, possibly
in a polar ring.

NGC 5636 is a faint, strongly barred galaxy in a non-interacting
pair with NGC 5638 at 2′, with a stellar velocity dispersion that is
one of the lowest in the sample. Our line strength maps are rather
noisy, indicating overall old stellar populations with younger stars
near the centre. This agrees with the ionised gas maps, whichshow
very low [O III ]/Hβ values, suggesting ongoing star formation
there.

NGC 5689 is an almost edge-on barred galaxy with a box-shaped
bulge (Lütticke et al. 2000). A strong dust lane is found at≈5′′

South of the nucleus. Colour maps of Peletier & Balcells (1997)
show that this dust lane is also obscuring the centre of the galaxy.
Carollo et al. (1997) present an optical HST-image of this galaxy,
although no bulge-disc decomposition is done because of the
large amount of dust obscuration. Star formation associated to this
central dust lane could be responsible for the lower ages we see
from the absorption line maps. Line strength values of this galaxy
were presented by Proctor et al. (2000).

NGC 5953 is a Liner Seyfert 2 galaxy (NED) closely interacting
with NGC 5954 (Reshetnikov 1993, González-Delgado & Pérez
1996). This interactions manifests itself in a kinematically decou-
pled stellar core, and ionised gas following the motions of this
KDC, but rotating perpendicular to the stars in the outer regions
of theSAURON field. The galaxy shows a ring of low [OIII ]/Hβ
(Paper VII, Yoshida et al. 1993). The stellar absorption line maps
confirm that this is a star formation ring, with low Mgb and Fe
5015 values and high Hβ. A more detailed discussion of this
galaxy is given in Falcón-Barroso et al. (2006b).

NGC 6501 is part of a group together with NGC 6467,
NGC 6495, PGC 61102 and NGC 6500 (Giuricin et al. 2000). It is
a massive galaxy, the most distant of our sample, showing regular
rotation and no detection of ionised gas (Paper VII). The absorption
line indices are consistent with old stellar populations, confirming
the results of Cid-Fernandes et al. (2004, 2005), which are based
on an absorption line study using a larger wavelength range.

NGC 7742 is a well-known face-on galaxy (classification T2/L2,
Ho et al. 97) hosting a prominent star-forming ring surrounding
a bright nucleus (see Paper II), and with the ionised gas counter-
rotating w.r.t. the stars (see also Paper VII). The absorption line
strength maps show a strong star forming ring, also coindicing with
a low [O III ]/Hβ emission line ratio. In the centre, however, we

find that the stellar populations are fairly old, something confirmed
by the line strength analysis of Cid-Fernandes et al. (2004,2005).
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